
 
 

0.200 (5.1)  
ASTM D374 

Thermal Impedance,  
@ 50ºC, 10 psi, °C-in2/W 

1.1 @ 0.040 inch to 2.8 
@ 0.200 inch ASTM D5470  

Thermal Conductivity,  
@ 10 psi, W/m-K 1.6 ASTM D5470  

THERM-A-GAP G574 

Colour Light Gray  Visual
 Carrier Fibreglass  ---  

Customer Value Proposition:                      

Specific Gravity 1.7 ASTM D792 

Hardness Shore A  <5  ASTM D2240  (00)  (20)
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HIGHLY CONFORMABLE, THERMALLY CONDUCTIVEELASTOMER FOR GAP FILLING APPLICATIONS
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Therm A Gap elastomers are used fo fill airgaps between PC boards or other componentsand heat sinks, metal enclosures and chassis.The exceptional conformability of these advancedmaterials enables them to blanket highly unevensurfaces, transferring heat away fromindividual components or entire boards andallowing chassis parts to be used as heatspreaders where space is restricted.The 574 thermal interface pads provide superior thermal performance and aresofter than other Therm A Gap materials. G574 material consists of  an extremely soft silicone elastomer loaded with ceramicparticles, coated on to a fibreglass carrier. The "G" designates the fibreglass carrierthat is on one side of the material. Thisreinforces the  pad and makes one side ofthe pad non-tacky. The non-tacky side canbe easily removed for component repairs.The flexible elastic nature allows the materialto blanket highly uneven surfaces, drawingaway and transferring heat from componentssuch as microprocessors, graphic chips andpower devices. These fibreglass reinforcedpads consist of an electrically insulating,ceramic filled silicone elastomer with a thermal conductivity of 1.6 W/m-K.
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These pads are suited for applications where a gap of approx. 0.04-0.2 inch (1.0 - 5.0mm) needs to be filled under pressures of 5 to 20 psi; other Therm AGap products are available which may be moreappropriate for different application conditions.
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APPLICATIONG574 is inherintly self-adhering on the side oppositefrom the fibreglass carrier for ease of pad application.Remove the liner and place pad on the desiredarea. The pads can be removed from the fibreglass(non-tacky) side for rework.Alternate application processes can be accommodated,please contact your Chomerics distributor forassistance with your applications, equipment andprocesses.
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Thickness, inch (mm)
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0.040 (1.0) to
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     Typical Properties			     G574		        Test Methods



THERM-A-GAP G574 
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     Typical Properties			                  G574	        Test Methods
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Percent Deflection @ Various Pressures, %	           % Deflected	    ASTM C165 MOD@ 34   kPa		(5   psi)			       25		   @ 69   kPa		(10 psi)			       32@ 172 kPa		(25 psi)			       45	@ 345 kPa		(50 psi)			       58
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Operating Temperature Range,  ºC [ºF] 
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 -55 to +200[-67 to +392]
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Heat Capacity, J/g-K			 	       1		     ASTM E1269
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Coefficient of Thermal Expansion, ppm/K		     300		     ASTM E1269
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Volume Resistivity, ohm cm			     10
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14
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ASTM D257
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Outgassing, %TML (CVCM)			0.48 (0.17)	     ASTM E595
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Flammability Rating (See UL E140244)		     V-0		           UL94
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RoHS 2 Compliant				    YES	              Chomerics Certification


